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Abstract—Radiotherapy Physics is a challenging subject – 

especially when teaching across disciplines.  The primary role 

for therapy radiography students is entirely patient focused 

requiring clinical, empathetic, technical and other skills for 

successful treatment.  Finding ways, therefore, of teaching 

fundamental Physics concepts, in a new and engaging manner, 

helps establish deep learning for enhancing excellent clinical 

practice and solid interprofessional working for advancing 

cancer treatments. 

Using a Virtual Environment for Radiotherapy (e.g. 

VERT
TM

) as a specific form of eLearning is one way we’ve 

found that helps students engage better in learning and 

understanding key Radiotherapy Physics principles, in an 

interactive and dynamic manner, with all the benefits of the 

environment.   

We have successfully used VERT
TM

 Physics, a specialized 

module within VERT
TM

, for over four years now at the 

University of Liverpool in both 2D and 3D immersive modes to 

teach fundamental concepts to undergraduate and 

postgraduate radiotherapy students.  First formats used small 

group sessions blending lecture and practical use for teaching 

concepts like consequences of FSD set-up error; beam quality 

indices and the derivation of field size factors.  For each 

subject area, workbooks were provided with subgroups 

performing, alternately, calculations and virtual 

measurements using VERT
TM

 Physics.  Evaluation and 

feedback were excellent, especially regarding the small group 

methods; the results of which have been described previously.   

This paper details the rationale and results of the evolution 

of this format over four academic years – now bringing in 

interactive demonstrations of the measurement and 

characteristics of PDD Curves.  Students predict photon 

curves and compare them with VERT
TM

 Physics 

measurements, and consider electron and proton modalities 

too, with peer-to-peer and expert tuition.  Evaluations have 

again been very positive, with students appreciating the small 

groups and focused tuition, and showing potential 

improvement in assessment results since PDD characteristics 

have been taught supplemented by our VERT
TM

 Physics 

workshop sessions.       

Keywords— Simulation, radiotherapy physics, radiographers, 

eLearning, VR. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Teaching radiotherapy physics and technology to student 
therapeutic radiographers (radiation therapists) is 
challenging for the student – not necessarily because of the 
level of complexity required for their ultimate clinical task, 
but because of the range of skills which the radiographer 
needs to have for effective and safe clinical treatment 

delivery.  The intention is an informed viewpoint and 
understanding of concepts to better aid clinical work and the 
patient experience through the radiotherapy pathway.  
Perhaps for this reason, blended learning and teaching 
methods bring real, positive results – by integrating more 
creative teaching and learning methods with the traditional, 
didactic ones in order to aid engagement and promote 
necessary deeper learning [1, 2]. 

These are continually our aims with both our 
undergraduate and postgraduate therapeutic radiography 
students at the University of Liverpool, for most of the 
modules on the radiotherapy programmes; complementing 
teaching methods by the use of real (clinical) world 
technologies which can simulate the full clinical world 
extremely well [3, 4].  The Virtual Environment for 
Radiotherapy Training (VERTTM) (www.vertual.co.uk) is 
one such environment we’ve found which, as a virtual one, 
brings a creative edge to teaching, enabling students to learn 
in an extremely engaging and interactive manner, using a 
number of different eLearning components and styles, 
whilst at the same time providing extra resources to 
complement the highly pressured real clinical equipment; 
with safety and freedom of risk at the centre of its design [4-
10] 

VERTTM has been a key component for our institution 
and many others both nationally and internationally for 
many years [3, 11, 12].  Its origins and original design 
features are well covered in the literature [5-8].  Its use for 
student radiographer training has been well noted, with 
recent extensions reported for students of radiotherapy 
physics too [13-20].  Staff training and competency is part 
of its use [11, 12, 21-23], as is also as a method for helping 
patients themselves understand the treatment they are about 
to undergo [23-25].  Our own use for teaching radiotherapy 
physics concepts has been documented [16-18, 26, 27], but 
VERTTM Physics has been found to be highly adaptable and 
our methods have evolved over the last four academic years.   

This paper examines that evolution – the changes in and 
the rationale behind their development; and the continuing 
results obtained in terms of feedback and response from our 
students and, most recently, in terms of assessment marks – 
as an indication of the students ability to demonstrate the 
depth of their learning and understanding in concepts which 
are extremely important for their clinical work.  Here is 
described the nature of our use of VERTTM Physics, beyond 
its design for clinical simulation [15], to one which still 
simulates the radiotherapy physics environment; but always 
with a focus on learning to aid clinical work and patient 
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benefit, in a highly interactive, engaging and kinesthetic 
manner.  The work reported here has continued to be run 
with second year undergraduates and both first and second 
year postgraduate radiotherapy students for the last four 
academic years.  The main subject matter extension for the 
latter two years has been aimed at improving knowledge 
and understanding of radiation beam characteristics – for 
different energies and parameters, and comparisons with 
different modalities of electrons and protons.   

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

A.  Methods 

A.1 First Iteration of Teaching Methods (2014).  The first 
iteration of the rationale and teaching methods using 
VERTTM Physics have been communicated previously [16-
18].  For the purpose of illustrating the evolution of the 
methods and continuity, they are described briefly here.  
Year groups (approx. 20 – 30 in number) were divided into 
smaller groups of approx. 6 – 10 students for each session.  
This was done to make feasible a more interactive and 
kinesthetic approach for all of the students.  Because of the 
timing of the teaching of theoretical concepts and this 
practical approach within the semester (the theoretical 
concepts having been taught and discussed some weeks 
before), a 2 hour slot was devised, with the first hour being 
dedicated to a formal, refresher lecture on the appropriate 
radiotherapy Physics concepts which would be used in the 
practical session with ‘virtual’ Linac experiments.  The 
recap highlighted the concepts of (a) inverse square law, 
particularly with respect to its use in calculating dosimetric 
errors when the wrong FSD is used for treatment fields; (b) 
central axis percentage depth dose curves as a characteristic 
of beam energy (especially with regarding to quality control 
and the measurement of quality indices); (c) the 
measurement of field size factors, so showing the origins of 
the data which the students had used for manual MU 
calculations.  It also included elements of dosimetry which 
had been taught in the semester, mainly the use of ion 
chambers for photon measurements, dosemeter calibration 
(cross-comparison against a secondary standard) and the 
practicalities of independent, definitive calibration [28].  
The lecture was 1 hour, followed by 1 hour of practical 
experiments. 

For the practical experiments, students were given 
detailed (verbal) instructions and shown how to use the 
VERTTM Physics software to make virtual measurements 
using the Linac.  These included choosing and setting up the 
ion chamber block, changing depth of the ion chamber, and 
making measurements with the dosimetry panel for photon 
energies of 6 and 15 MV.  Students were encouraged to use 
the hand pendant for the virtual machine to adjust set-up 
parameters, as per a real patient, and were invited to work 
with a machine type they were unfamiliar with from their 

clinical placements – to further expand their experience [16-
18].   

The group was split up into two, so that one smaller 
group (of about 3 or 4) could perform the virtual 
experiments using VERTTM Physics, whilst the other group 
worked together to perform the calculations associated with 
each experiment.  Three practical experiments were devised 
and used; these were (a) an experiment using the ion 
chamber block to investigate the dosimetric effects on the 
patient of incorrect SSD set-up (whilst the calculation group 
used the inverse square law to predict the dosimetric error); 
(b) an experiment to simulate measuring quality indices for 
different photon beam energies using a fixed SSD and two 
depths in the ion chamber block (Whilst the calculation 
group considered how to calculate the quality index, 
compare it with a baseline value and determine whether it 
was within a 1% tolerance for routine quality control); (c) 
an experiment to measure the fieldsize factors, using a fixed 
FSD and depth for the ion chamber block and different 
fieldsizes - whilst the calculation group considered how the 
fieldsize factor data would be derived from each of the data 
points, normalized to a factor of unity for the reference field 
size of 10 x 10 cm.  In every case, experiments and 
calculations were performed for each available photon 
energy (6 and 15 MV), with the two smaller groups 
swapping roles (calculation and experimental) between each 
energy [16-18, 26, 27].  

 
A.2 Second iteration (2015 and 2016):     
Most feedback from the first iteration of this work was 

extremely positive [18].  However, in response to some of 
the slightly less positive comments, a key change was made 
for the second iteration and the way the class was run for 
2015 and 2016.  A number commented that the revision 
lecture at the beginning made the session feel overly long, 
difficult to focus upon, and difficult to appreciate the 
practical aspects with VERTTM Physics.  These were 
possibly linked with those responses which also looked for 
more time for the calculations and for the session as a 
whole.  In essence, the students wished to be engaged and 
interactive with VERTTM Physics much quicker and to have 
more time working together in the small groups and with 
the tutor, which was their overwhelmingly most reported 
comment [18]. 

So for the second iteration, the refresher lecture at the 
beginning was omitted. The VERTTM Physics session was 
scheduled closer to the subject matter pertinent to these 
Physics aspects and the clinical work which they were 
meant to help with understanding (i.e. the consequence of 
FSD set-up error), was timetabled, so only a small brief, 
introduction was used, together with the same tutoring and 
instructions for the use of VERTTM Physics as before, prior 
to going straight into the three main practical experiments 
described in A.1 above. 

As previously, the group was split into two smaller 
groups; one starting with calculations, the other with the 
virtual experiments.  At the end of the experiment for a 
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particular beam energy, the groups swapped over; again 
employing, as previously, a change of all set-up parameters 
– so the new group doing the practical experiments would 
perform the set-up ‘from scratch’, in a similar style to that 
used on a real Linac in a definitive calibration [18, 28] for 
independence of measurement and confirmation of Linac 
calibration – as taught in theoretical classes for dosimetry. 

Identical peer-to-peer teaching was encouraged for the 
calculations and also in the practical groups, especially for 
those students unfamiliar with the hand pendants.  Another 
identical feature, preserved because of the positive 
feedback, was the use of workbooks and the whiteboard 
space – so students discussed and performed calculations on 
the whiteboards, with the use of workbooks detailing the 
experimental work instructions needed, providing extra 
workspace and allowing notes to be made and kept for 
future learning and revision for assessments.  Once again, 
the sessions were evaluated anonymously and these results 
have been reported previously [16-18]. 

 
A.3 Third iteration (2017 and 2018): 

For the most recent two years, further changes were 
made to the sessions, partly in response to the continuing 
very positive comments (where students were asking for a 
greater use of VERTTM within the semester for teaching), 
but also in a desire to see if VERTTM Physics could 
supplement and improve upon teaching used for other 
aspects of Radiotherapy Physics necessary for clinical 
practice – most notably in improving understanding of 
radiation beam depth dose properties for different energies, 
different field sizes and in comparison with other modalities 
like electrons and protons in clinical treatments.  Given the 
positive feedback in the use of VERTTM Physics and small 
group work, an extension was added to the sessions for the 
third and most recent iteration.   

 
A.3.1 Interactive Demonstration:  The engaging practice 

of the large screen (4m wide by 2m high, back-projected) 
and immersive style of work was used to introduce an 
interactive demonstration at the start of each session.  Once 
again, VERTTM Physics was used to illustrate Radiotherapy 
Physics concepts and equipment – the extension to previous 
years now being the use of the plotting tank; firstly as a very 
brief demonstration of how depth dose data was collected in 
reality in clinic, for manual MU calculation data charts and 
MU programmes, and also for data to verify TPS models for 
photons (Figure 1).   

 

 
Fig. 1 Start of the interactive demo for teaching and learning about depth 

dose curves for different radiation beams – introduction to the plotting tank 
and the output (dosimetry panel) of the virtual measurements using 

VERTTM Physics 

The workbooks were also modified, with sections added 
in advance of the practical measurements, for students to 
predict percentage depth dose characteristics for photon 
beams (of different energies and different fieldsizes), 
electron and proton beams.  Students discussed ideas in 
twos and threes during prediction, used the whiteboard to 
share their predictions and reasoning with the rest of the 
class and discussed the confirmation of results when 
measured with VERTTM Physics on the large, immersive 
screen.  Different modalities were also examined 
interactively, with students again making predictions of 
similarities and dissimilarities between modalities in their 
workbooks and on the whiteboards.   

Concepts of changes because of phantom scatter and 
head scatter were examined for photons within the VERTTM 
environment, using the large, wall-wide VERTTM screen 
and immersive environment; with students encouraged to 
point out and discuss reasons for changes with energy and 
fieldsizes whilst gathered around the VERTTM screen 
(Figure 2).   

They were encouraged to make energy and fieldsize 
changes themselves, and dosimetric measurements using the 
virtual plotting tank in the VERTTM Physics software.  
Similarly, students made predictions for electrons and 
protons, noting commonality of (e.g.) depth of maximum 
dose for electrons and photons.  This was done again both in 
their workbooks after discussion with one another and on 
the whiteboards, before final expert, tutor-led versions were 
drawn on the whiteboard in summary of the main 
similarities and differences.   
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Fig. 2 Image of the full-size, 3D room screen set-up for the interactive 

demonstration and plotting tank measurements.  Tutor and students would 
use mouse and machine specific hand pendant controls for set-up and 

measurements   

A.3.2 Practical experiments:  The second part of each 
session then proceeded with virtual Linac practical 
experiments in the same way as the previous two iterations.  
A very short introduction was given about the dosemeter 
block (see Figure 3) so students were aware of how actual 
measurements were conducted in the clinic, and also to 
continue their instruction in making virtual dose 
measurements themselves using the VERTTM Physics 
software.  

  

 
Fig. 3 Short introduction and instruction given in the use of VERTTM 

Physics for the virtual practical experiments using the ion chamber block  

 
The previous approaches of dividing the group into two 

to enable peer-to-peer and individualized expert tuition were 
maintained; as were the work instructions and workspace in 
the workbooks and on the whiteboards (see Figure 4); and 
the swap around between performing calculations and 

virtual experiments, and the concepts of independent set-up 
using the hand-pendants and software for each energy 
change.   

 

 
Fig. 4 The whiteboard workspace used by the ‘calculation group’ for the 

virtual experiments of using inverse square law to determine the dosimetric 
error involved with incorrect SSD in patient set-up (left hand side) and 

beam energy specification (quality index) (right hand side) 

B. Evaluation and Analysis 

B.1 Evaluations post session:  For the first two iterations 
of the work, these have been reported previously [16-18] 
and were achieved using short, anonymized evaluation 
sheets given to each group member after the session.  The 
same approach was maintained for the third iteration, 
inviting students to freely give feedback immediately after 
the full session (the interactive demo and the virtual 
practical experiments).  The sheets used the same approach 
as previously, asking for open and honest opinions on the 
most positive aspects of the VERTTM Physics session; the 
least positive aspects and any suggested changes for future 
sessions.  All responses were qualitatively coded and 
organized into descriptive, common themes and responses.   

 
B.2 Exam results analysis:  Since part of the intention for 

making the changes for the third iteration was to see if 
VERTTM Physics might potentially improve understanding 
in the assessment setting, the results of four consecutive 
years of unseen, written examinations were analyzed.  
These were for the 2nd year undergraduate students – for the 
postgraduates, this was not attempted, since their 
assessment was primarily by essay-style, written 
assignment, without the necessary sub-division of applied 
marks which could be analyzed.  For the undergraduates, 
focus was maintained on the marks of parts of long answer 
questions which were posed to allow students to show their 
knowledge and understanding of the depth dose 
characteristics radiation beams of different energies, 
fieldsizes, FSDs and modalities.     
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III. RESULTS 

The key responses from the first two iterations have been 
reported upon previously [16-18]; and key points following 
those publications and communications are shown in figure 
5.  The students enjoyed the ease of use of the software and 
were able to perform the virtual experiments extremely 
quickly.  The blended learning approach made the sessions 
‘come alive’ compared to the more didactic, but discussion 
led lectures.  They enjoyed the safety of the virtual 
environment, but appreciated that the virtual experiments 
were conducted as if on a real Linac, with the same 
professional approach to independence of measurements 
and minimizing of risk for systematic errors (i.e.  by way of 
independently setting up the virtual Linac).  From both 
calculations and virtual experiments, they were able to 
appreciate the dosimetric consequences of a few cm of set-
up error in FSD; and use their knowledge of legislation to 
determine whether such errors might be reportable to 
outside bodies under such directives.   

 

 
Fig. 5 Key results from the first and second iterations of the work with 
VERTTM Physics and therapeutic radiography students (UG and PG)  

They commented highly and positively on the small 
group aspects, peer-to-peer teaching and individualized 
attention of the tutor for teaching and discussing concepts, 
particularly in relation to the calculations.  So too the 
opportunity to perform calculations in predicting results 
which were then confirmed through the virtual practical 
measurements.  

For the third iteration, the whiteboard final output is 
shown in figure 6, and the summarized and themed 
responses are shown in figures 7 and 8.  Students engaged 
very well with the interactive nature of VERTTM Physics, 
and engaged very well with peer-to-peer discussion and 
prediction of depth dose characteristics in their workbooks.  
Some members of the group found the session a safe space 
to share their predictions with the class on the whiteboard 
for different energies and modalities.  Students particularly 

liked the final, expert, tutor-led summary of characteristics 
drawn on the whiteboard, which they could use for their 
learning and revision for assessments (see figure 6). 

 

 
Fig. 6 The whiteboard workspace used for interactive work; predicting and 

comparing students’ own knowledge and understanding with 
‘measurements’ from the virtual VERTTM Physics environment.  Final 

expert, tutor-led summary of characteristics is shown.  Note, only photon 
measurements are possible through VERTTM Physics. 

In terms of the anonymized evaluations and feedback 
from the students (figures 7 and 8), like the previous 
iterations, the responses are overall extremely positive. In 
terms of the good points listed, most felt that the sessions 
were well taught and explained and it made a difference in 
the use of VERTTM for this.  The virtual environment was 
found to be very useful for explaining concepts and helping 
understanding.  As with previous evaluations, the students 
appreciated the small groups, and working together within 
them, the interactive nature of the sessions, the workbooks 
for personalized working and the different way of learning 
enabled by the interaction, the whiteboards, the predictive 
nature of both the demonstration and the calculations, and 
the virtual environment.  More sessions were called for like 
these ones. 

In terms of points for improvement, they felt the session 
could have been longer, so that various elements (like the 
practical work) were not felt to be rushed, although some 
appreciated the time constraints within the timetable.  As an 
illustration of different abilities, some felt that the session 
could have actually included more work, whilst some 
struggled a little with understanding the calculations within 
the available time.  Some commented under this banner that 
there were no bad points, and they would like more 
opportunities like these. 
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Fig. 7 Bar charts summarizing the key responses regarding ‘good’ and ‘not 
so good points’ for the third iteration of the work.  The written responses 

for future suggestions are also shown.   

Regarding their suggestions for the future and things to 
try the next time, it was notable that many did not comment 
here – which may indicate an overall satisfaction with the 
session as it was.  Those that did, re-iterated their desire to 
have longer and more sessions like this.  By far the most 
popular response was for longer sessions, so that the smaller 
groups (calculation and practical) could swap around more.  
There was again appreciation for the workbooks, although 
some would prefer an enhancement here by providing more 
diagrams to explain the experiments and the clinical 
analogy being investigated for the simulation of FSD errors 
in set-up. 

In terms of the analysis of examination results, the data is 
shown in figure 9.  Exam scripts were analyzed for the 
maximum, mean and minimum marks, for the four years of 
assessments undertaken since VERTTM was introduced into 
the department.  Mean class size was 26, with a range of 22-
30.  Because of the timetabling of the sessions within the 
academic years, the data points for 2017 and 2018 shown in 
figure 9 correspond to results obtained after the introduction 
of the third iteration of the VERTTM Physics sessions.  We 
found that the range of maximum marks changed from 
between 71-80% to 86-89%; the range of mean marks from 
46-47% to 58-61%....a full grade boundary (10%) change.  
Minimum marks are not really applicable, because they are 
weighted by the occasional student who did not answer the 
questions, and therefore scored zero for that question or part 
thereof. 

 

 
Fig. 8 Key responses from the third iteration of the work – where an 

interactive demo, followed by the virtual practical experiments, was used.     

 
Fig. 9 Analysis of summative assessment components (exam results) 

which focus on depth dose curves for different energies and modalities.  A 
modest improvement for both mean and maximum marks is noted for the 

third iteration (2017 and 2018)   

IV. DISCUSSION  

The reasons for the evolution of this type of learning and 
teaching, in this very interactive and engaging way, have 
been explained earlier – but this was still quite a 
considerable risk; given the highly positive evaluations 
especially from the second iteration.  However, as 
illustrated, changes were made for specific reasons (in 
response to the feedback) and only to parts of the sessions – 
thereby minimizing the risk to students own learning and to 
the engagement which the virtual environment engenders.  
The results have shown that the latest evaluations have been 
just as positive as the first two – with students finding the 
sessions useful and a great way to help understanding; for a 
number, they found the virtual environment and the 
interaction made it easier to understand the necessary 
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concepts – better than just using theoretical, didactic classes 
on their own.  They appreciated the clinical relevance of the 
concepts and the chance to use their knowledge and try to 
explain things first, before being confirmed by the software 
and the tutor. 

The workbooks are very much appreciated too – 
similarly to the responses for workbooks used in other, 
more familiar clinical uses of VERTTM [14, 18, 19] and in 
other clinical modules within the programme (e.g. for 
studying anatomy and physiology).  In an age of electronic, 
digital media being readily available (e.g. through tablets 
and phones), the students still value the tactile nature of the 
workbooks to perform calculations, share viewpoints and 
then to use for a revision resource.   

The not so good responses all focused on ‘more’ – more 
sessions, more time, more opportunity to use this valuable 
resource and to have more sessions with this blend of 
interaction and engagement.  This was particularly so for 
the virtual, practical experiments which followed the 
interactive demonstration.  From a tutor’s perspective, the 
time constraints on sessions were more difficult for the 
practical and calculation parts; for those students finding the 
calculations more challenging, this would naturally increase 
pressure and the feeling of being rushed.  The increase in 
pressure was an aspect which was the antithesis of the 
desire of the sessions in the first place and is something to 
be addressed in the future – in order to hold a safe space for 
the students, with an environment to easily ask questions 
and gain from the individual tuition offered through the 
small groups.   

Also from the tutor’s perspective, the sessions in this 
format were extremely easy to devise and to run; an aspect 
which has been identified by other educational groups in the 
university [26, 29] when our experiences and results have 
been shared in general learning and teaching conferences 
and active workshops.  The blended nature of the learning 
strategy, the work with small groups and the highly active 
and interactive nature of the work are common elements 
which can be applied across disciplines – and indeed is 
being shared across the University for innovation in 
educational methods and developing the university’s 
curriculum across the board [29]. 

The analysis of the examination results shows some 
interesting trends and potential.  Since the third iteration, 
both the maximum and mean marks have improved with 
changes of the order of a whole grade point (i.e. 10%).  This 
could indicate the improved learning from these interactive 
and blended methods – but the exam questions used and 
considered are not always exactly the same format; so there 
are some potential difficulties in performing the 
comparisons.  But the indicative direction is an 
improvement in results; which, for the best design of 
assessment, should mirror students being able to 
demonstrate an improved understanding in these subject 
areas.  

As with previous reports in other sectors [30, 31], the 
virtual environment simulates the physical world extremely 

well – for us, it is in its use beyond its original design (i.e. 
mainly as a clinical tool), to one which VERTTM Physics 
was designed for (for simulating radiotherapy physics 
equipment and principles), to a further one which is 
simulating the real use of the Linac for performing 
dosimetric experiments and demonstrations for highlighting 
important physics concepts needed for clinical work, and 
confirming theoretical knowledge acquired, in a highly 
practical way.   

  

V. CONCLUSIONS  

In conclusion, the VERTTM Physics virtual environment 
has proven to be one which is useful and highly engaging 
for student learning.  It is easily adaptable to different 
paradigms of learning and has continued, through different 
iterations, to work extremely well as a teaching tool – as 
evidenced by anonymized evaluations and feedback, and 
through the potential increase in assessment marks.  
Students continue to find it useful, helpful and interactive – 
enabling a more ready way for understanding these 
concepts.  Students enjoy the sessions, especially the small 
group structure, with combined peer-to-peer and expert 
tuition; something which is transferable to other disciplines 
and subjects in education and learning.  The results show 
they can undertake the virtual experiments very easily, and 
are more ready to try and discuss calculations in this style of 
environment – which they find safe and relaxed.  However, 
longer sessions are necessary (and are being planned for in 
future semesters) in order to allow more and longer 
sessions, to maintain the relaxed and less-stressful 
environment originally designed.  One might cautiously 
hope that the continued upward trend in assessment results 
continues, demonstrating a better and potentially deeper 
understanding of these important topics, for the good of the 
clinical service.   
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